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Introduction

Architectural design unfolds through continuous representations, as an interplay be-
tween abstract drawings and aesthetic choices. Representation techniques are never 
neutral; architecture’s abstract means of imagining and realizing form leave their traces 
on the work.1 The “physical” properties of the production means - including the digital 
ones - interfere with the design process, specifically in the ways content is manipu-
lated. In particular, the digital working platform presents a set of special attributes be-
ing different from those of the analogue one. The designer moves from total to detail, 
also from abstract to specific and back again, potentially inverting traditional design 
hierarchies. Additionally, design conventions primarily referring to scale, or the clear 
separation of the production phases are directed by the experience of working with 
the analogue tools, rather than by the computer’s logic. Moreover, the use of computa-
tion for design purposes often invokes an “abuse” of the digital environment’s features, 
constantly demanding for an updating of hardware and software; in turn, computation 
may not only be viewed as an aid to the analogue practices, but more importantly as 
a medium being formative of creative thinking. Computation’s generative aspect of 
design has caused a radical shift in the methods of representation about architecture, 
one that has further been recorded in the project’s actual form.

Following the above view, this paper presents the organizing structure and the find-
ings of AB-Use workshop and Code Species advanced semester studio, both held at 
School of Architecture, University of Patras, in 2012.2 The objective of the two courses 
was to explore the possibilities opened up by the incorporation of computation, espe-
cially of scripting in architectural design. The two courses used the scripting platform 
of MEL (Maya Embedded Language), being integrated in Autodesk Maya design soft-
ware. Key concepts and techniques of parametric design were developed, as these 
were also compared to more conventional ones of digital representation. The theoreti-
cal basis of the courses was enriched by the produced material and by related courses 
taught in other schools. Among the findings is the observation that architectural ed-
ucation has already embraced the digital medium in the form of a multifaceted chal-
lenge, mainly in studio research. Because of the overall appeal of the new techniques, 
also of the sometimes intense criticism that computation has received upon its enter-
ing in the architectural studio, it is beneficial to evaluate the main idea underlying the 
two courses along with the produced results. The related experiments acknowledge 
the wide spectrum of approaches taking place somewhere in the borders of architec-
tural education, also in relation to other disciplines; meanwhile it has become impera-
tive to construct a common ground being supportive of the different views that have 
risen, especially in conjunction with the core theory of architecture. In respect, the pre-
sented work may be an addition to the ongoing discourse, further identifying this new 
field.

Two case studies: AB-Use and Code Species

AB-Use workshop

As a starting point of AB-Use workshop (Fig. 1), programming was introduced by 
techniques applied in digital art. Computation offers more than the automatization 
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of known procedures. It widens the spectrum of the available methods and systems 
having experimental character, also offering new research patterns. Factually, it is ac-
ceptable that the digital working environment, apart from facilitating design actions, 
it shows new possibilities causing selectively the disengagement from preconceived 
forms, geometries and aesthetic rules. This shift happens along with a quest for new 
morphologies, also having to do with a set of advancements regarding the production 
process, such as the simulation of dynamic relationships among the parameters of de-
sign, the systematic exploitation of structural diagrams, the understanding of qualita-
tive and quantitative variables as active agents and the utilization of the timeline, also 
of animation and deformation techniques. Evolution has happened along with an in-
creasing interest in scripting and the dynamic function of code. A script addresses the 
elements of design, their characteristics and overall behavior and the parameters in-
fluencing the relationships among them. With the use of MEL programming language 
combined with the interface tools of Maya, it was possible to constantly test a script 
through the evaluation of its results presented on the screen, also to develop com-
pound design methods, including applications of code together with manually-driven 
processes. Moreover, the parametric methods were often compared with more conven-
tional ones of computer design usage. The workshop was gradually progressing, and 
so adding up to the level of familiarity with programming accomplished in each ses-
sion, also in relation to the desired results. It consisted of a general approach of the dig-
ital code, then some geometric applications in the digital space and finally a set of ma-
nipulation techniques about surfaces and their components. The sessions are as below:

Fig. 1

AB-Use workshop, selection of works.
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1st session: MEL Scripting Basics. The students are introduced to characteristics being 
common to most computer languages. These include the definition of variables (de-
clare / assign variables), the different types of variables (string, int, float), lists and ag-
gregations of objects (array, matrix), parametric commands, structuring of commands 
with composition of words and parameters (concatenation), the formation of condi-
tions (if ), the syntax of conditional repetition (for & while loops) and finally the use of 
the output panel (print). The objective is to acquaint the students with the structural 
logic and the fundamentals of scripting, which will be used later on in geometric ap-
plications in two and three dimensions.

2nd session: Geometry basics. First contact with polygonal geometry is made with the 
creation of primitive shapes with scripting, gradually evolving to more complex ones 
(Fig. 2). The unit includes the development of polygonal surfaces (polyPlane) and 
three-dimensional shapes (polyCube, polySphere, polyCylinder), the assignment of 
random values for the control of geometric properties in relation to size and position 
and the manipulation of components (Vertex, Edge, Face). The goal is to visually ex-
press methods of repetition and flow set by the script. By changing the parameters of 
size, number of repetitions and conditions, a variety of outcomes occurs.

3rd session: Object arrays, clouds. Grid systems in two and three dimensions are created, 
following controlled and randomized transpositions, also change of scale and size. 
From these processes, it is possible to create a set of emergent densities, loss of con-
trol such as noise, deterioration and irregularity (Fig. 3). The present session makes use 
of methods of repetition (for-loops) for the creation of swarms of objects having vary-
ing qualities. The goal is to use variation in response to predefined objectives, also by 
experimenting with change of parametric values within specified range..

4th session: Scripted boolean operations. Boolean operations such as Union, Difference 
and Intersection are applied repetitively as parametric commands of algorithmic code 
(Fig. 4), then they are related to the basic properties of geometric shapes presented 
in the 2nd session (geometry basics). From such a collaboration, a variety of space ar-
rangements emerges having very different formal characteristics. Then, boolean oper-
ations are put to function together with applications of the 3rd session (object arrays, 
clouds) for the creation of compound solids deriving from swarms of objects. With this 
process it is possible to study comparatively the spatial properties related to semantic 
dipoles such as void / mass, rhythm / interruption, interior / exterior, soft / intense, 
analogy / arbitrariness, as these may be controlled numerically by the script.

5th session: Introduction to gradual differentiation. This session focuses on mathemati-
cal operations related to progression and common trigonometry functions combined 
with Move, Rotation and Scale commands, applied on basic geometric data (Fig. 5). 
The notions of continuity and gradual differentiation are related to polygonal geom-
etry set to polygonal arrays and surface components. With these operations, a variety 
of surface qualities may be defined, such as density, thickness and size of component 
parts, by changing their properties in relation to their positioning. The combination of 
continuity and differentiation reflects contemporary research on the creative use of 
parametric operations for the definition of new vocabularies about structures, typolo-
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Fig. 2

AB-USe, 2nd session. Geometry basics.

Fig. 3

AB-Use, 3rd session. Object arrays, clouds. 
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gies and archetypes and their understanding as dynamic - rather than static - organ-
izing schemas.

6th session: Emergent surfaces. This session introduces script-based Extrude and Loft 
operations applied on curves for the creation of surfaces (Fig. 6). The goal is to gradu-
ally gain control in the production of geometric shapes and forms, by combining ran-

Fig. 4

AB-Use, 4th session. Scripted boolean operations.

Fig. 5

AB-Use, 5th session. Gradual differentiation.
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Fig. 6

AB-Use, 6th session. Emergent surfaces.

Fig. 7

Comparative study of archetypical systems of the 
Sixties.
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dom operations with codified conditions. Additionally, it is possible to parametrically 
control the structural qualities of geometries, specifically concerning the number of 
generative curve lines such as Isoparms and Edges, the number of Vertex Points about 
a curve, the distance between curves, also regularity, repetition, differentiation and 
noise.

Code Species advanced design studio

The idea of the course stems from the observation that the advancement of the dig-
ital tools has often caused to transcend common patterns of computer usage. Spe-
cifically, with “tweaking” techniques it is possible to create sophisticated scripts 
describing complex operations. For almost a decade, scripting has been available 
in programming languages, having also been relatively easy to access and to learn; 
moreover, it has been incorporated in various software packages and so it is now ac-
cessible to broader user audiences. Scripting is often appointed to gain deeper under-
standing on systemic development. A set of relationships may first be expressed as 
text code, which is then translated to geometry, form and space definition. Code-writ-
ing is based on algorithmic structure, being about dynamic systems, whose develop-
ment is dependent upon the geometric / schematic characteristics of their elements 
and the relationships among them, reductively upon the parameters these elements 
are influenced by. Such a view was implemented and tested repetitively in a variety of 
experiments and it has gradually enriched the idea of systemic thinking.

In order to understand the influences of code in systemic thinking, one may follow 
the early steps that established this logic as a new genre of digital art. Applying sys-
temic logic for creative purposes starts about 10-15 years ago by digital artists such as 
John Maeda, Joshua Davis, Dextro, Lia and Yugo Nakamura. First versions of scripting 
were created with existing graphics software including Flash / ActionScript, Director / 
Lingo, Acrobat / PostScript, Java / JavaScript and were published on the Internet. This 
sort of creative design was then transferred to architecture through scripting languag-
es embedded in the software such as Maya / MEL, Max / MaxScript,  Rhinoceros / Rhi-
noScript and AutoCad / AutoLisp.
 
The use of systemic thinking in architecture may further be compared to the quest 
on archetypical systems during late modernism. Late modern works, being often in-
spired by the primitive computing techniques that were available at that time, set the 
background (theoretical and experimental) upon which contemporary research is fre-
quently based.3 Archetypes such as the stem and the grid and derivative ones such 
as the web, the mat and the matrix were composed as schematic interpretations of 
abstract descriptions about space, referring to its structural qualities (Fig. 7). In the last 
twenty years, compound archetypical systems have been updated according to new 
design priorities. Contemporary research is oriented towards the advantages of sys-
temic development, by devising compound systems and by applying them in various 
occasions. With the use of scripting, systems’ behavior becomes even more dynamic.4  
Design processes based on dynamic systems are nonrepresentational. They allow di-
rect correspondence between a system, a set of rules, materialization and actualized 
formation.5 Research is shifting from the selection of fixed structures to the quest of a 
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common logic that unifies the different phases of the design process, being support-
ive of the interaction among the parameters put to action and the comparative ex-
amination of variations. Traditional process gives way to one incorporating perpetual 
feedback, mutual interaction and exchange.6 The result is a more homogenized ap-
prehension of analysis and synthesis, also a more participatory role for the production 
means, the conceptual tools and the agents of design.

In the course of studying archetypical systems, scripting is applied along with the use 
of advanced technological equipment, methods and tools. An archetypical system, 
due to its abstract definition, may be reduced to its constituents and their relation-
ships, then it may be described as a “dynamic machine,” being capable of producing 
arrays of variations sharing common characteristics. A script may describe the qualita-
tive values and the relationships among agents and parts; even more, it may be ap-
plied to dynamic models having adaptive behavior as they function in digitally cre-
ated simulation environments, also to physical models and prototypes. The related 
methodologies follow processes of gradual approximation. Overall, the computer is 
not merely used as a rendering tool of already determined objects, but more impor-
tantly as an aid to further explore systemic logic.

Framed by the above observations, Code Species studio is organized into the follow-
ing three phases:

The first phase is about the selection of systems as references, being the “initial ecolo-
gies,” upon which dynamic systems will be constructed (Fig. 8). A reference may de-
rive from the natural environment, including ecosystems and geological formations, 
also from biology, physics, mathematics and geometry; it may also refer to existing 
architectural systems of space organization. The goal is to define the underlying logic 
including the relationships among the parts and to depict this logic with the aid of 
abstract graphemes. Having been stripped from morphological and aesthetic proximi-
ties, the system’s structure presents a set of dynamically related qualities, which may 
be expressed by an algorithmic text code.

The second phase is about the quest on different versions of the initial system, set as 
variations of the code (fig.9). The core code describing the general logic is enriched by 
more sophisticated parameters, as complexity increases, too. The system is combined 
with other schemas, it responds to agents and forces and it may gradually disengage 
from any previous reference. The first versions have to be abstract definitions of the 
basic principles, upon which more elaborate ones are being built. The idea is to pre-
scribe accurately the system’s special characteristics according to potential scenarios, 
to which it will adapt. A complex system may be defined by the rules, the exceptions, 
the forces and the agents causing transformation, also by the basic elements and their 
combinations.

For the third phase, structure is initially expressed by primitive geometric instances 
such as lines, curves, surfaces, solids, voids, folds, holes, nodes and joints. An instance 
is modified consecutively, so that a family of derivative elements sharing common 
characteristics will emerge. It is thus critical that the basic geometries are selected 
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Fig. 8

Quest on system as evolutionary ecology.

Fig. 9

Dynamic section typologies on compound system.
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Fig. 9

Scripted experiments using common commands.

carefully according to desired qualities. A criterion for this selection is to compare the 
similarities between the properties of these geometric instances with those that the fi-
nal design is expected to have. The system evolves along the process, helping to trans-
pose the set of binary relationships initially set as abstract projections, to the multi-
parametric space of the real world.

Research findings 
Computer-driven design

As a general estimate, the use of scripting in architecture presumes some expertise in 
programming, also the ability to adapt code-related operations to architectural pur-
poses. Attempts such as the ones presented above often surpass common patterns 
of computer usage, especially those related to practicality and productivity. Overstep-
ping basic assumptions becomes one of the main challenges about scripting, provid-
ed that it is used as a creative tool from the start.

In reflection, special effort is given to present the two courses from a creative stand-
point. Starting from a brief introduction of basic commands such as Copy/Paste, Scale 
and Mirror, the courses embrace soon a more experimental approach (Fig.10). As the 
students gradually reach a higher level of familiarity, they become able to evaluate the 
capabilities opened up by the use of scripting in order to carry out complex opera-
tions likely having unpredictable formal outcome. The computer exceeds its function 
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as an “aiding tool” facilitating common tasks7 and so a distinction between computer-
aided and computer-driven design is necessary. Computer-aided design imitates con-
ventional paper-based methods applied on points and geometries of the Cartesian 
coordinate system. Then, the transformation to the digital does not add anything new 
in terms of perception about the object and the processes of production.8 Architectur-
al design falls under the representational logic of two and three dimensions applied 
on paper and the physical model, rather than under the idea of multi-dimensional 
space emerging from a set of agents interacting together. 

The shift of interest towards computation is due to a conscious effort to relate the ac-
tive agents of design to the production of form. Design may be viewed as the con-
crete outcome realized by a series of abstractions, operating on the basis of codes and 
a complex instrumentality.9 Ideally, its sets of values and actions may be organized 
in the algorithmic code, as more information gradually adds to materiality. In other 
words, it is suggested that the computer is not simply a drawing tool; it is a computa-
tional tool and drawing is an implementation of its capacity to calculate and to com-
pare numbers rapidly and reliably. Such a logic is followed over the two courses, spe-
cifically for the conception of space with primitive elements, their relative positioning 
and associative deformation according to complex conditional operations, as all of 
them are being conducted by the script.

It is worth noting that scripting processes may further be related to dynamic methods 
of algorithmic design offered by some of the tools of the software. Advanced proce-
dures related to modeling, animation, particle emissions and simulation dynamics re-
flect relational properties such as hierarchies and dependencies among objects and 
their components. They are based on dynamic transformation, rather than on an aes-
thetic “freezing” of form. The result of such tools is graphic visualizations of intermedi-
ate steps of change, upon which scripting techniques may be applied; and vice versa, 
that is, the visual outcome of scripting is still objects that can be modified directly 
with design tools offered by the software. From such a collaboration, design can be 
the result of scripting and design tools combined together.

Conclusion

With computation, form is realized through algorithms of procedures set as rules in 
response to design priorities. Specific conditions may be viewed as measurable pa-
rameters with varying restrictions and ranging values. These parameters take full ac-
tion as agents influencing design, being codified in the architectural script. The script 
contains numerical operations for the complex interrelation of any kind of informa-
tion about material parts, social engagement, shaping form, space and structure.10 It 
defines relationships among measurable data and a series of functions applied under 
specified conditions. The script’s content corresponds to its graphical imprint rendered 
on the computer screen, producing essentially the architectural drawing. The architec-
tural drawing is thus understood as the visual projection of an assemblage of spatial 
and material notations representing a series of shared conventions.11 Form becomes a 
topological system of elements responding to active parameters. It is the outcome of 
predefined processes, either as modeling techniques applied directly onto points and 
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geometric entities in the three-dimensional space, or indirectly, as a variety of objects 
gradually solidifying from abstract to concrete as a work is progressing too, also as a set 
of forces being dynamically related. Such a definition about form invokes that formal 
choices and aesthetic assumptions, also typological and structural references, may all 
be understood as open, dynamic provisions, interacting with the appointed rules, the 
organizing principles, the abstract schemas and the primitive shape geometries.

Architectural design includes methods, tools, techniques, approaches and theories, 
also described by parameters and their relationships, being speculative in space and 
time. Architecture proposes transformations of reality carried out by abstract means of 
production, such as those of the analogue drawing table and the digital environment, 
also of code. We are reminded that architecture remains “a complex intellectual labor, 
carried out with highly specific tools, and yet at the same time, it is never reducible to 
the catalog of those tools and techniques.” 12 Any of the influences of the computer in 
the process may be addressed in the transference of action from analog to digital and 
with the code to the computer’s operational logic. Designing with the computer en-
compasses all elements and phases of design as active agents represented into the fic-
titious environment of the screen. The effect of working with the computer is cumula-
tive. Abstraction is not a necessity, but a choice: a relational form of graphics expressed 
as diagrams, schemas and code-writing, going beyond aesthetic formation and realis-
tic rendering. Scripting methods are especially used to control numerically the agents 
about a project, also to add objectivity and to increase the dynamic behavior of the 
produced systems. With code it has become possible to envision architectural design 
as a process that includes calculations and evolutionary development for the transla-
tion of data to form. Hence, architectural design becomes a quest for the special kind 
of anticipatory flexibility that responds to the participatory role of the agents in the 
field; it may be described by a polyvalent and directed, yet open and indeterminate, 
mathematical equation.
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